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Dear friends,
Lockdown started in Peru on March 16th and is still in full force up to this day. According to the latest official
presidential message, at least until June 30th. That extension is hardly surprising, since the numbers are still very high
after 11 weeks of quarantine: 155.671 infected/4.371 deaths (may 31th). We’re only allowed to go out to get groceries.
Apart from that it’s all ‘quédate en casa’ (stay at home).
Why 3.5 months of quarantine?
We’re breaking a world record here: 3.5 months of strict rules, with a lot of control from the police and the army.
Nobody was expecting Covid-19 to get so out of hand here. How is this possible?
Four answers:
Being sidelined
No work means no food
Health care
Rampant corruption
Being sidelined
Only a ‘happy few’ were able to profit from the Peruvian economic growth in recent years. The rest, about 70% of the
population, can see this growth, but don’t take part that much. They’re day laborers, make a living from small
businesses or are market sellers, domestic workers, traditional corn beer sellers, informal taxi drivers, farmers, etc.
No work means no food
The majority of them don’t have any labor protection, health insurance or savings. They have to venture out into the
streets every day in order to make ends meet.
Health care
For a long time there has been a lack of large investments in education and healthcare to achieve a solid, quality
foundation. To give you an idea: for a population of 30 million people, there were 150 ICU beds in the whole country.
Rampant corruption
Add corruption to the mix and you’ll understand why they have to pull out all the stops in order to beat a crisis this
size for all of the segments of society.
Top-down orders to comply
The president has certainly done his best, but self-isolation still turned out to be a luxury that not everyone could
afford. A large part of the population in the cities simply has to leave the house every day in order to bring home the
bacon. That’s why the largest hot spots are in the cities. Especially fresh produce markets excel in the number of
transmissions.

This is how coronavirus started here
From the very beginning, all of the communities in the Andes have closed themselves off hermetically.
No strangers were allowed in. And especially no foreigners, because a lot of local radio stations were
making believe believe foreigners were the culprits, including us. ‘From emergency worker to paria’…
Fortunately, this last storm has blown over. Pretty much all the communities (including the village where
we live, located at a lower elevation) are currently closed off. As inhabitants we take turns to patrol the
access roads and bridges. We only let ‘our own people’ in. You’re allowed to leave the house once a day.
When you come back you’ll get a chlorine shower: welcome home.
What about the vegetable gardens?
The first few weeks we were getting a lot of positive messages about how useful de vegetable gardens
and greenhouses were. Thank you notes and photos proudly showing off the harvest. Families that
hadn’t been participating suddenly also wanted a vegetable garden. We’ve never received as many
applications as we have in recent times. New communities, schools, municipalities, you name it.
The situation high up in the Andes right now
So initially things were going well in the communities, but as always… the longer it goes on.. The little
shops were starting to run low and basic staple products like soap, sugar, milk, cooking oil and salt were
starting to run out. The students were also left stranded. They had to start taking their classes online or
by radio, but how do you manage that without school supplies and no internet or national radio? The
lockdown started on the first day after the Peruvian summer holiday, when all the books still had to be
picked up and the other school supplies hadn’t been bought yet. Almost none of the communities have an
Internet connection and the signal of the national radio station is also deficient. Fortunately, more and
more local radio stations are now also broadcasting lessons.
Time for action
After discussing it with our board of directors and the team, we decided to take action. We are an NGO,
after all, and are here to help. This is why in mid-April our Emergency Scenario went into effect.
Definitely offering emergency aid to ‘our’ communities, and maybe to more people too. For as long as it’s
needed. A few funds offered their help immediately: we were able to start with food aid. The team
coordinated with the municipalities, arranged trucks and took care of the necessary permits to be able to
travel there. In some cases, the permit came in the shape of the mayor himself sitting in the back seat of
the jeep.
On April 30th we made our first journey: an empty truck from the municipality was filled up to the brim
with 128 food baskets, seeds, plants, construction material for home improvement (because that’s
continuing as normal), and medicine and radio batteries. The journey, which takes 7 hours under normal
circumstances, due to the all of the road blocks by police, the army and villagers, ended up taking 12
hours this time.

So far we have delivered 2,404 food baskets.

As I’m writing this, we’ve done 9 journeys and delivered 2,404 baskets. We drop off the packages and
leave immediately, without staying in the communities for very long and following all the strict protocols
in order to prevent any potential danger of infection.
In the last 12 years, I’ve never been this impressed by the severity of the situation in the communities,
the drive of our team and the effect it’s having on each team member. They look heart-stricken when
they come back from the communities. It’s the cold, the uncertainty, the hunger, the sick people that
have nowhere to go, and the children that are wandering around aimlessly. For poor people problems
compound themselves quite quickly…
Everything we’ve built in the communities has more than proven its worth. The vegetable gardens are
flourishing and are being kept up. In a way, we could put a full stop to the foundation, but we’re going to
continue. Reaching out to wherever it’s needed, which has long been beyond just ‘our communities’.
Coronavirus is doing damage to all sectors
Applications for new vegetable gardens for families and schools are pouring in. For now it’s all about
emergency aid, reducing anxiety, and offering a smidgen of security. Because the sources of income of all
these people (selling wool, potatoes and weavings to tourists in the cities, and carrying backpacks on the
Inca Trail) have all disappeared.
No structure for the children
The children are bored to tears. No school… On December 16th 2019 their summer holidays started. If
it’s true that the classes will all be held online or by radio for the entire school year, they won’t return to
the school benches until March 2021.
Part of the programme
Apart from food packages, we’ll also provide school supplies (together with the provincial Ministry of
Education we’re looking for the best way to do this). Because our team has permission from the
authorities to go to the communities, to offer emergency aid. We’re looking forward to the moment
when they’ll be able to stay for a bit longer to continue where we left off. I can’t wait until I get to leave
my computer behind and continue building, with current and new families.
You can help us
I hope I’ve been able to touch your heart and that you’d like to help me. Because there’s no way we could
have budgeted for this crisis. So if your hands are itching to do something during this time: an extra
donation will help us and the people affected in the communities a great deal.
Saludos, Simone

This boy uses his notebook from last year. Filling up the blanks with charcoal.
We will provide school supplies for 2,000 students: Notebooks, colors, glue,
folding paper, etc. There will probably only be virtual lessons this year. This
hardly works in the comunities. With the schools, we are organizing us to
support the students as much as possible.

Buying in large amount during
the State of Emergency is not
easy. But we still made it. Until
May 25 we bought and
distributed:

4.808 liter ofoil
7.212 can of milk
4.808 kilo of rice
4.808 kilo of sugar
9.616 bolsa pasta
19.232 box of matches
9.616 roll of toiletpaper
2 boc of diapers
100 batteries
1000+ plants
1000+ seeds
32 liter chlorine
200 masks
180 pair of gloves
5 box of bruprofen
4.808 washing powder
2.404 soap
2.404 kilo of salt

And when you're sick, like this woman on the floor, you can't go anywhere.

The 36 schoolschoolgardens and 400 familygardens show their value!

This is our team: our heroes. We all agreed. We have to help, taking safety rules into
account.

click to read more abou Peru

The trips are difficult and take double time

Every week we record a radioprogram with tips for the
families to maintain the vegetablegarden

We interview families and students to have
a clear view about the situation and needs

¿YOU LIKE TO HELP?
PLEASE CONSIDER TO HELP US WITH EXTRA
DONATIONS TO REACH OUT TO THE MOST
VULNERABLE FAMILIES

FOODBASKETS
SCHOOLSUPPLIES
BLANKETS
PLAMTS AND SEEDS
MEDICINS
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